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1 Introduction

A Geographic Information System (GJS) is a computer-based system that enables capture, modeling, manip-
ulation, retrieval, analysis and presentation of geographically referenced data. A GIS operates in a dynamic
environment of spatial and temporal information. This information is held in a database like any other in-
fornlat,ion system, but performance is more of an issue for a geographic database than a tradition] database
due to the nature of the data.

What distinguishes a GIS from other information systems is the spatial and temporal dimensions of
the data [5] and the volume of clata (several gigabytcs),  Most traditional information systems are usually
based around tables ant] textual reports, whereas GIS requires the use of cartographic forms and other
visualization techniques. Much of the clata can be represented using computer graphics, but a GIS is not
a graphics database. A graphical system is concerned with the manipulation and presentation of graphical
ol~jects whereas a GIS harrd]es  geographic ol).jects  that have not only spatial dimensions but non-visual,
i e., attribute and con)ponents. Furtlierrnorc,  the nature of the data on which a GIS operates makes the
traditional relational database approach inadequate for retrieving data and answering queries that reference
spatial data [.5].

The purpose of this paper  is to describe the. e{~lcim~c.y issues behind  storage and retrieval of data within
a GIS database. Section 2 gives a general backgrollncl  on GIS, and describes the issues involved in custom
vs. commercial and hybrid vs. integrated geographic information systenls. Section 3 describes the efficiency
issues concerning the managerrrent  of data within a GIS envirollnlent,. The  paper ends with a summary of
the main concerns of this paper.

2 Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

2 . 1  D a t a

GIS data is handled in a single database or a collection of databases [4]. Like any other database, it must
be secure, reIiab\e,  and  consistent. Some special charzct,eristics  of GIS databases include:

● Spatial Data. Spat,ial Data is traditionally divided into two classes, raster and vector [1]. Raster
data is structured as a two-dimensional array of cells or pixels. Each cell in a raster is addressed by its
position in the array. A point  may be represented by a single cell, and a connected area by a collection
of contiguous cells. When a rast,er is stored  with no compression, it can be extremely inefficient in
terms of storage. The other type of data is vector clata. A vector is a finite straight line segment defined
by its end-points, and the locations of the end-points are given with respect to some coordinates of the
plane.

● Data capture. Data capture involves two requirements. The first requirement is to provide the
physical devices for capturing data external to the system and inputting it to the database. The
second is to provide software for converting data to structures that are compatible with the data
model of the database and checking for integrity of data before entry into the system. Geographic
databases have a wider variety of sources and types of data than traditional databases. The main
problem here is to get the data into a format that is acceptable by a particular GIS. Primary input
devices used by GIS in addition to keyboard and voice recognition systems are as follows:
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Ii!emoie sensing captures data by means of sensors on a satellite that provide measrrrernents  of
reflectance or images of portions of the earth. The data is usually raster in structure.

– Globrzl Positioning Systems (GPS)  allow the capture of terrestrial position and vehicle tracking,
using a network of navigation satellites. Data is captlired  as a set of point position readings and
ill’e  in vector format.

Secondary data captrr re usual] y is fron)  paper-based maps, The following devices are used:

Scanners convert an analog clatla source (e. g., a map) into a digital dataset in raster format.

- Digitizers convert an analog data source into a digital dataset in vector format.

~urrrmliy  there  is interest in new metl)ods for raster-to-vector and vector-to-raster conversion.

● Data mjtricval. Most interactions with a database are attempts to retrieve data [5], [4], [3]. A (;1S
allows reai spatial processing to take place. Examples of spatial queries are:

What is at a particular location? ‘rhis may be clone by clicking the mouse at a particular location
on the screen or by giving coordinates.

– What locations satisfy these requircrnents’?  For example, find the names of all land areas that
satisfy the following requirements : 1 ) less thal\  average price for Ian d, and 2) within 15 minutes
drive of 110.

Performance is a bigger problem for a geograpilic  database than a general-purpose database because
of the volume of data. Also, the nature of (he data is often hierarchical (e.g., a point is a part of an
arc and an arc is a part of a polygon) and this creates difficlllties  for traditional database approaches.
Special storage structures and access methods are required.

● Data presentation. Tradition! databases provide outpllt. in the form of text usually in tabular
for]n. They also nlay generate reports with charts and other graphical displays. A GIS requires a more
sophisticated presentation of results, which miglit, be nlult, i dimensional [5] ,[2]. output might be in the
form of maps and other  sophisticated forllls, Graphics and visualization tools are a key corllporlent  of
a GIS and include tools for the creation, storage, and manipulation of models and images of ol)jects.
Graphic images are essential to a CIIS, but these images also need a huge ,amount. of space for storage.
Multimedia computing presents new opportunities for GIS, but also creates ncw problems because of
space issues. Storage and compression of such d at,a is a major research area [5].

● Data Clistribution.  Tile trend in recent technology is to move from centralization towards a dis-
tributed computer system [3] in which machines communicate through a network. As a consequence,
data and database management systems (DBMS) are distributed. through the network. In this way,
the reliability of the system is achieved because failure at one site will not mean failure for the whole
system. Furthermore, distributed data may bc natural and appropriate for a GIS because particular
data may be associated with a particular site, e.g., details of local weather conditions may be better
held at, a local site where local control and integrity checks [3] may be maintained.

2,2 Analytical process ing

Analytical processing is one of the major requirements for GIS [5],[6]. Some of the requirements include the
following:

● Geometric/topological analysis: Most geographically- referenced objects have geometric or topo-
logical properties. Topological operations include adjacency and connectivity relationships. Geometric
analysis would involve locating a spot in a region considering the distance frotn  a place of reference to
the spot.

● Terrain  and field analysis: Terrain analysis is usually based upon datasets giving topographical
elevations of point locations, i.e. j degree and direction of slope. This would include analyzing the
visibility between locations. Spatial fields arc variations of attributes over a region, or the topographical
elevation over an area. Fields may be scalar  (variations of a scalar quantity represented as a surface)
or vector (variations of a vector quantity like wind-velocity). Field operations include slope analysis,
view-shed analysis and path finding.
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● Network analysis: A network is a con figl]r-at  ion of connections bctwec=tl notles. Application of network
analysis in GIS may he fol~nd  in ma~ly areas from transportation networks  to Iltilities. Network
operations include connectivity analysis, lxLt,ll finding and flow analysis, AU example  would  be to
provide a route in order to visit cdl attractions of a tourist region rninirnizing the time.

2 . 3  Custonl  v s .  Conmnercial  GIS

Many corrrnlercial  GIS packages exist today.  Solne of the commercial packages, such M AIM1/INFO, provide
a programming language and interfaces that allow the user, for instance, to access an external relational
database package giving the user some flexibility in organizing the system. An organization may decide to
develop and program a GIS from scratch to meet a special ncxxl (called a custom (11S’ in this paper) or to
create application programs that interact with comnlerc.ial  packages.

l)ue to the large  amount  of data, and to the nature of spatial data, a custom GIS sometimes is preferred
when fast  access of data is required. The clata in such cases is stored in an application-dependent way to
provide this capability. The disadvantage iu this approach is that it has only limited query capabilities
because tliere  is no connection with an external relational datatmse  package. Also, most of the query
operations are hard-coded, sacrificing generality and flexibility for better query performance.

2 . 4  H y b r i d  v s .  I n t e g r a t e d  GIS

(;1S can he categorized into two groups according to their general  architecture: hybrid and integrateci
[5] ,[2]. Suppose that we want to keep spatial and uon-spatial  data about. a particular piece of land. Usually
spatial clata  describes locat,ion  in two or more dimensions, For example, the geometry of the land with
topological relationships might  be kept in a map. ‘1’he  name, address, and owner information constitute the
Ilorl-spatia]  data. These  non-spatial clata IIlight he kept in a relational database. On the other hand,  the
spatially referenced data are not immediately c.ornpatible with a relational datah,~se and must be stored in a
proprietary clatabasc.  This is becalwe ill order to store  spatial data in a relational database, each climension
nll~st, occupy ii separate colulnn,  making spatial queries very tinle consuming.

Tlie  primary reason for having a hybrid architecture is tile distiuctio[l  Imt,werwl spatial :ind uou-spat,ial
data. ~Jsually  in hybrid systems (e.g. AR(J/INI@)  spatial data is stored in a set of system files, and non-
spatial(attribute)  data is stored i[l a rc]ational  database. 1]1 such systems. one part forms the graphics and
spatial data engine, and the other  part, handles  the uon-spat,ial data in tile dakbase.  The advantage of this
approach is t,hat the search pcrforlnance  problem is rninimizcd,  but  of course  wit]]  the loss of generality.
This approach has the disadvantage that, ttle spatial data are handled outsicle the database and cannot
take advantage of the capabilities of relational clatabasc  t,cclmo]ogy  such as int,cgrity, scr-urity ancl reliability.
Frrrt}lermore, due to the proprietary database in this approach, the exchange of clata between different
databases is conlplicated,  if not irnpossib]e.

The idea behind an integrated architecture is t,o rnanagc the data in a single database. The spatial data
is hanclled in the same way as non-spatial. The problem with such a solution is that performance on retrieval
of spatiai data is poor due to t,be large number of relational operations that, are required to reconstruct the
spatial objects. Keeping everything ir~ a traditional relational database solves some problems but creates
others. This might explain why most GIS systems are based 011” the hybrid architecture.

3 Data Management in GIS

‘the large  volume of GM data makes the traditional relational clat,abase  approach inadequate for retrieving
and Inanaging  data. Spatial and temporal data with possibly two or more dimensions must also bc referenced
making data management more c.ornplicated  tklan a traditional information system.

3.1 Data Retrieval and Storage

Data retrieval and storage within the traditional relational model is based on indexing, but the foHowing
subsection shows through an example why it is not appropriate for spatial data. Another structure, calIed
a quadtree, is introduced as a solution to this problem. AU example is given using 0racle7  with the spatial
option. See [4] for a complete reference on relational databases.
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3 . 1 . 1  Indexing  ixl ‘lladit,iourd R,elatioual D a t a b a s e s

‘Iladit,ional relational database alpproaclies  are inefllcient  for retrieving spatial data and answering queries
that include spatial conditions because t,hey do not take advantage of the ordering of data in two or more
dimensions [5] ,[2]. For exarnplc,  consider a segment of a database that contains information about various
places of interest in a particular city. A segment, of the table might look as follows :

M_Site % North
1 City Museuln 15 60
2 Special Events 30 67
3 Sun BOW ] Stadium 45 20
4 Civic Center 34 20

Now, consider the following point (example 1) and range (example 2) queries:

1. Retrieve any site at location  (30,67).

2. Retrieve any site in the rectangular area  defined by (10,10) and (35,70)

[Jsing the traditional approach, it is reasonable to have two indices for the two sJ)atial coordinate fields
of our table. The indices WOUICI look as follows :

~ &&
15 City Museum
30 Special Events
34 Civic Center
45 Sun 130wl Stadium

North *-
20 Civic Center
20 Sun Bowl Stadirrnl
6t) City Museum
67 Special Events Center

To answer the first query, we would probably do a binary search of the East index to locate records whose
first coorcliuates  liave value 30. We then must, go to the original table  to check if t,he second coordinates have
value 67 and retrieve the records for which we have a match. For the second query, we would have to do a
range search on [10,3.5] on the East index,  where 10 refers to lower bound of the East index and 35 refers to
the upper bound of the East index, giviug us a list of pointers to the original table. For each pointer in the
list, the specific record must be accessed and the North  value checked in order to see if it falls in the range
[10,70] for the A’or-th  index. If it falls in that range, we retrieve the record.

The problem with this approach is that only one of the indices is used in these retrievals. This kind
of indexing would be very inefficient for a large database consisting of several gigabytes  of data, which is
usuaily  the case for a GIS. An indexing scheme is needed that takes advantage of the ordering in two or
more dimensions.

3.1.2 Quadtrees  in Spatial Databases

A structure that can be employed to overcome the problems of indexing rnultidimensional  data is the quadtree
[5],[2]. This structure is a leveled tree where all non-leaf nodes have exactly four descendants, For example, a
two-dimensional region is decomposed by recursively subdividing its regions into four equal-sized quadrants.
The decomposition is applieci t,o each quadrant until the desired degree of resolution is achieved. Quadtrees
arc stored in a leveled-tree clata structure with the root at the top level. For each non-leaf node, its four
constituent quadrants arc represented by its four descendant nodes. A quadrant where no further subdivisions
is required is stored as a leaf nocle.

0raclc7 with the spatial option uses the idea of quadtrees  to handle rnrrltidimensional  data within the
relational data model taking advantage of the customary relational query capabilities without using the
traditional relational I)13MS indices. To do that, Oracle7 uses an encoding technique that maintains the
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dilnensional  organization of data. Records that reference information that are geographically near to each
other  arc logically stored near each otiler. This encoding technique makes use of a new data type called
the Hclicai Hypcrspatial  Code (II I{ C0131~) [2] that allows the encoding of multiple dimensions into  a unique
value that is stored in a single column of a table,

The figure below shows a two-dimensional decomposition of North America. The map is clivided into four
equal-sized qrraclrants,  a[ld then each onc is divided recursively into four according to what precision we want
for a specific location. If a greater level of resolution is needed, the quadrants will keep subdividing. Only
those quadrants in whic}l needed data exists will keep subdividing. The four quadrants at each subdivision
are given one value from O to 3.

The HHCOI)E  contains a string of values from O to 3 describing the specific object that is represented
according to its position and Ievel. By level we mean the degree of decomposition, i.e., level O is the whole
non-decomposed region, level 1 is tile first level of dec.onlposition,  and so on. When a subdivision occurs, the
n~lrnber of the top-level quadrant is appended to the number of the new quadrants created by the subdivision.

1
-’=?,

Figure 1: A decomposition of a map.

In the above figure, the data would be ellcodecl as follows:

m Ill f12 113 Le-vel 2
/----7-.

030 1131 032 033 Level 3

03UI 0301 11302  11303 Level 4

Figure 2: The quadtrec  representation of the decomposed map.

Note from the generated HHCO13E  in the example that the records containing data that are near each
other geographically have common substrings,  As we described in the previous section, traditional relational
databases with indices on spatial data do not maintain the dimensional organization of the data. This
problem is overcome by using the HHCOIIE,  and fast retrieval of records for spatial queries is achieved.
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3.2 Security

Security [5], [4],[3] is a primary concern for any datab,ase.  (Jnauthorizcxt  access to the data should  be prevented
ancl different levels of authorized access  should be allowed. For a GIS specifically, our concerns may be
increased because  many C,IS due to their nature have distributed datab,xes. Unauthorizect  access from the
Internet sboul(i be prevented.

3.3 Integrity

The integrity [5],[4],[3]  of data must be enforcecl. Data in the system should be correct anct consistent with
each other, e.g., data in one tile referencing an ot).jeck, and data in another file referencing the same object
must be consistent. Integrity over distributed data in different locations is lrrore clif%cult to be enforced.
Also this is true for a hybrid GIS, where data is not kept in a single database, but spatial and non- spatial
data are handled separately. Preci~utions  must be taken by the designers of the system so the integrity of
the system in any case is preserved.

3.4 Data Formats

A GIS database, w we explained in section 2, ~nust handle a wide variety of sources and types of data.
The main problem here is to get the data into a format [1],[5]  that. is recognizable by a particular GIS. GIS
designers should be aware of the source that is used for capturing the data in order to avoid incompatibilities
with particular data fcrrrnats.  Because graphic data is used extensively in a GIS, an important issue here is
the space needect to store this information. [Jsually data in raster format occupies more space than data in
vector format. Various compression techniques exist and can be employed to reduce the space required for
storage of solne data forvnats. For more on tl~is, a good reference is [1],

4 S u m m a r y

la t,his paper, we gave a general backgrounct  on geographical information systenls  and the principles on
which they arc based. We looked into the issues relating to the managing of data within a GIS envirollnlerlt,
and we explained the prcrblenls with the traditional relational database approach using indexing on spatial
multidirnensional  data. Using an example, we explained why performance with this approach is poor, We
also described bow this problcm can be solved using a difI’erent  structure, the quadtree.  An example on how
this can be used was given using the 0racle7 II HCODE  data structure. Also, the general principles of data
security, integrity, and the handling of data ff>rnlats were discussed.
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